the NEW ELEGANCE

Dramatic Colors
Romantic Rooms
Holiday Glamour

NOVEMBER–DECEMBER 2017
We’ve forgone the partridge for a simpler, lasting arrangement that goes from your hands to your hostess’s buffet table with little fuss and, unlike flowers, will stay stylish and handsome well past New Year’s. Myrtle and boxwood are classics; try citrus, rosemary, or bay for a hint of scent.


1. A RIBBON ROUND A TOPIARY

We riff on the classic holiday carol to curate a roundup of stylish, thoughtful, and standout gifts fit for everyone on your list.

The 12 DAYS of CHRISTMAS
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12 DAYS of GIVING

12 GOODS A-GLEAMING

Because everything—from a bubble wand to an urbane clutch to a reimagined whiteboard—looks better when it sparkles.

- Plait placemat, $364 for four; kimseybert.com.
- Sterling silver whiteboard, $725; verdura.com.
- Silver lamé wrap midi skirt, $650; barneys.com.
- Aquazzura Sunlight slippers, $850; bergdorfgoodman.com.
- Chanel bag (A94528), $8,900; chanel.com.
- Mosaic necklace by Jason Wu, $2,990; atelierswarovski.com.
- Rouche vase, from $7,600; buccellati.com.
- Leather travel cases, $125 for two; cuyana.com.
- Manu salad cutlery, $70; jungleeny.com.
- Gold chocolate bar, $9; zoes chocolate.com.
- Bubble blower, from $100; croghansjewelbox.com.
- Leigh crystal jars, from $295 each; ralphlauren.com.
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